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Geometric Analogy Task

Hosenfeld et al. (1997) developed a geometric 
analogy task with problems of varying complexity 
created using relations familiar to children (e.g., 
above/below).  They administered the task to 6 year 
old children eight times over the course of one year. 
They described three groups of children who differed 
in their learning profiles.

  Hosenfeld et al. (1997) repeatedly administered a geometric analogy task to 6-8 year olds
  Results indicated three distinct learning profiles among children 
  Using DORA (Doumas et al., 2008) and LISA (Hummel and Holyoak, 2003)  we simulated 

Hosenfeld et al.’s results in two parts:   (1) learning relational representations, and            
(2) geometric analogy task performance

Simuluation 1
 DORA's learning algorithm coupled with variation in inhibition level during learning accounted 

for the development of structured relational representations from unstructured examples
Simulation 2
 Using the representations generated by DORA under varying inhibition levels we used LISA to 

solve the analogy problems using the same inhibition levels for each group

Simulation 1:  Learning Relations
  Started DORA with representations of 100 

objects attached to random sets of features
  Defined 5 transformations each consisting 

of 2 features (2 for each role of a relational 
transformation)

  Each object was attached to the features of 
between 2 and 4 of these relations

  Presented DORA with sets of objects 
selected at random, allowed to to compare 
and learn from these objects

  As DORA learned new representations it 
also used these representations to make 
comparisons

  On each trial we selected between 2 and 6 
representations and let DORA compare them

  We ran DORA with 3 inhibition levels 
(Morrison, Doumas, & Richland, 2011)
  Inhibition level 1: .4 ± .2
  Inhibition level 2: .6 ± .2
  Inhibition level 3: .8 ± .2
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Iterations

Simulation 2:  Analogy
  Learned representations from Simulation 1 

were placed in LISA’s Long-Term Memory 
(LTM)

  LISA compared the A and B terms to retrieve 
relevant predicates from LTM

  LISA uses the retrieved predicates to 
represent A, B, and C and choice terms

  LISA maps A and B in driver to C and 
possible D choices in recipient

  Whatever maps to B term is chosen as 
answer

  If no choice maps to B, then LISA “guesses”

Inference in LISA/DORA

Predicate Refinement

Making Multi-Place Relations 

Predicate Discovery Predicate Recognition


